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The Movement To Protect The People and Flower Lovers Advocating for Communities
Att.: Daniel Whitehead, Chief Administrator,
New York Department of Environmental Conservation
625 Broadway, Albany N.Y. 12233
Att: Winston Van Engle
New York City Department of City Planning
16 Court Street, Suite 705
Att: Brian Paul
NYC Council Project Manager for Land Use Committee Brooklyn

November 22, 2018
Re:

Cornell Realty Hearing Comments – Objections to Negative Declaration
CEQR # 17DCPO67K
ULURP# 180347ZMK and N180348ZRK

We are filing an additional complaint to the formal complaint against the New York City
Department of City Planning (DCP), dated August 7, 2018 in regards to their Negative Declaration
on the Cornell Realty Application sited above that was presented to Community Board 9, the City
Planning Commission and other elected officials and government agencies.
Pursuant to the Section 5-07 of the Rules of Procedure of Environmental Review (CEQR) and 6
NYCRR 617.8 (State Environmental Quality Review), the New York City Department of City
Planning (DCP), acting on behalf of the City Planning Commission (CPC) as CEQR lead agency,
has determined that an Environmental Impact Analysis is not warranted for the Cornell Realty
development.
The Cornell Realty Management LLC is seeking two discretionary actions in order to facilitate the
redevelopment of two sites in the Crown Heights neighborhood of Brooklyn in Community Board 9
along the perimeter of the Brooklyn Botanic Garden along with a third one who’s owners have not
been identified.
1. A zoning map amendment in Section 16d of the Zoning Map to rezone portions of Blocks 1188,
1189 and 1190, including two Applicant-owned projected development sites from R6A, R6A
with C1-E overlay and R8A zoning districts to an R8x district and R8x with C2-4-overlay.
2. A zoning text amendment to appendix F of the Zoning Resolution (ZR) to designate the northern
and southern block ends of the Project Area as a Mandatory Inclusionary Housing (MIH).
3. Portions of 35 and 44, and lots 56, 26, 28, 46, 48, 53, 54, 55, 58, 29, 45, 50 will be changed
from R6A to a R8x, and lot 31 from an R8A to an R8x.
Pursuant to Section of the 6 NYCRR 617.7 (f) of (State Environmental Quality Review) states that at
anytime during the review process of a rezoning the lead agency may rescind their negative
declaration if a change of circumstances which was not previously addressed is presented.
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This letter is to give further notification of additionally findings that have been verified and proven
regarding the Cornell Realty application and its non compliance with NYC’s CERA and the New
York City Zoning Resolution.

Failure of Lead Agency to Analyze the Negative Environmental Effects
of the Entire Area Being Rezoned
Half of the Proposed lots are not considered within the EAS.
There is a combined total of 170,027 square feet being rezoned in the Franklyn Ave rezoning
application, however less than half of this amount has been considered and analyzed within the
Cornell Realty’s EAS. Lots 53, 54, 55, 58, 29, 45 and 50 which total 81,165 square feet have been
considered in the EAS, whereas a portion of 35 and 44 (unknown square footage); lots 56, 31, 26,
28, 46, and 48 which total 88,864 square feet has not been included in the EAS. What is clear is that
(DCP) has extended these lots in this rezoning and yet they have not provided any environmental
assessment of these lots being rezoned.
It is a known fact that CERA requires the worst case scenario to be employed when tabulating and
assessing any possible negative environmental effects regarding a proposed rezoning. DCP has
extended these parameters for unknown reasons, and has simply stated that these parcels don’t have
development potential. However, this is far from the truth. These parcels of land may be sold to
adjourning property owners (i.e. lot 610, 31, 56); sold as air –rights (i.e. lot 35, 44, 56, 31, 60, 26,
28, and 46) and/or developed (i.e. lots 31, 46, and 48).
Thus all of these lots should have been included in Cornell’s EAS because of the worst case scenario
of these lots being rezoned.
As we stated in our second Objection to Negative Declaration dated August 7, 2018, we sited the
SEQR law which insists that cumulative effects (assessing the impact of all the land being proposed
to be rezoned) must be considered and that segmentation (separating the lots to reduce their impact)
of a proposed rezoning is not allowed. All proposed lots that are being rezoned must be considered
and their negative environmental effects must be analyzed to determine if they will have any adverse
effects on the environment.
Additionally, according to SEQR it is the responsibility of the lead agency to make these
determinations by analyzing, presenting their findings and rational for their decisions. This was not
done by DCP.

Cornell Realty Lied On their Application Concerning Number of Residential
Units To Be Created.
In our 2nd objection letter dated August 7, 2018, we miscalculated how the CEQR determines if an
EAS is performed regarding the Water and Sewage analysis. It is actually determined by the
development of the additional residential units after the non-action (the amount of residential units to
be created without a rezoning) residential units are calculated.
According to the documents Cornell Realty’s proposed developments will be in an R8x district, with
a lot size of 81,165, which includes all three development sites identified within the rezoning
parameters, and a FAR of 7.02 (MIH designation). The formula to make the determination of the
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number of residential units that will be created is the lot size, times the FAR and divided by factor of
the Zoning Regulation which is the average square footage of a residential unit.
The FAR is determined by the MIH program, in an R8x zone which is 7.02,
The Factor is decided by a table in section 23-22 of the NYC Rezoning Resolution.
Calculate Residential Units Development in R8x zone
Multiply the lot size (81,165 ft) by the FAR (7.02),
Divide the applicable factor of 680 (according to NYC Zoning Resolution) and you get
839 Residential units.
Cornell’s EAS states that the proposed three developments will only create 565, which would
create an additionally 274 residential units after the non-action developments are considered. We
determined that Cornell Realty actually used 1000 for their factor and not the 680. Thus allowing
them to state that their development will actually create a smaller number of units.
Calculate non-action Residential Units development in an R6A zone
Multiply the lot size (81,165 ft) by the FAR (2.70),
Divide that number by 680
Total Number of Units equal 322.
Thus the total number of additional units on top of the non-action, that will be produced by these
three developments is 517 residential units. According to the CEQR manual 400 or more residential
units created in Brooklyn warrants an EAS to be performed regarding the Water and Sewage.
So the hypothesis that we drew in our objection letter dated August 7, 2018 still stands regarding
the lawful requirement of Cornell Realty to do an EAS on Water and Sewage for this project. We
are simply substituting the rational and reasoning for our findings.

Almost Half of the Proposed Development
Has Not Been Calculated and
Their Environmental Consequences Has Not Been Addressed.
As we stated above more than half of the lots that are being rezoned have not been included in the
EAS, additionally the increase in residential units these lots will generate have not been calculated,
or examined within the EAS.
Below are the calculations of residential development on land that is being rezoned but was not
included in the EAS analysis.
Calculate non-action Residential Units development in an R6A zone
Lots 56, 26, 28, 46, and 48 have a combined total of 27,755 sf.
Multiply the lot size (27,755 sf) by the FAR (2.70),
Divide that number by 680
Total Number of Units equal to 110 residential units
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Calculate non-action Residential Units development in an R8A zone
Lot 31 has 19,024 sf
Multiply the lot size (19,024 sf) by the FAR (5.40),
Divide that number by 680
Total Number of Units equal to 151 residential units.
Determining the total number of units created if no action took place.
Add 110 (R6A) plus (R8A) 151 residential units
Thus the total number of residential units contained in the lots in a non-action development is
261 residential units.
Calculate Residential Units Development in R8x zone
Lots 56, 26, 28, 46, and 48 have a combined total of 27,755 sf.
Lots 31 has a combined total of 19,024 sf.
Multiply the lot size (46,779 sf is all lots except for lots 35 and 44) by the FAR (6.02),
Divide that number by factor 680
Total Number of Units equal to 414 residential units.
Determining the number of units created by these rezoning lots
Take away 261 (non-action) from 414 (rezoning)
the total number of units created by this development (excluding Lots 35 and 44) are
153 residential units.
However, this number is still incomplete because the application does not state clearly how many
square feet of lots 35 and 44 will be rezoned, thus we can not do these calculations until they are
given to us.

Rezoned Area Has Potential for Development and Air-right Transfer
We are aware that the DCP included over 80,000 sf into Cornell Realty’s rezoning application and
then has decided that they will not have any environmental consequences because they don’t have
development potential.
However, what is faulty about this reasoning is that they do. All of the lots being rezoned have the
potential of being sold off to a developer via air-rights, giving that developer the right to build up to
increase sf that is created by the rezoning. Because the law requires that air-rights must be
connected to the land mass that it is being transferred to, then the same resources will be effected.
Secondly, Lot 31 is a large lot owned by the MTA, which according to a recent law Public Authority
Law 1266(8) maybe developed into residential units and not be subject to NYC zoning resolutions
such as the MIH program. This will now allow MTA to develop residential and not be subject to the
MIH laws. Additionally, it is known fact that MTA has and continues to sell or develop their land to
increase revenue for themselves.

Conclusion
The total number of Residential Units being created by this rezoning is 670 (plus the portion of lot
35 and 44!)
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In total this development will create over a 1,000 residential units.
This amount is a very significant increase in residential units in our community and thus the impacts
of this rezoning warrants an EAS that looks at Water and Sewage, Community Impacts, Shadow
impacts, Transportation, and Air, Sun glare and other environmental factors such as displacement
and an EIS that is done on these factors.
Sincerely,
Alicia Boyd, MTOPP
Cc: Senator Kevin Parker
Borough President Eric Adams
Assemblyman Walter Mosely
Congresswoman Yvette Clark
Councilwoman Laurie Cumbo
Marisa Lago, Chair of City Planning Commission
Hillary Semel, Director Mayor’s Office of Environmental Coordination
Chairman of City Council Land Use Rafael Salamanca Jr.
Brian Paul, Project Manager for City Council Land Use Division for Brooklyn
Community Board 9 members
Pat Baker, Chairperson of Community Board 9

Senator Kevin S. Parker
3021 Tilden Ave, 1st and Basement, Brooklyn N.Y. 11226-5107
Borough President Eric Adams
208 Joralemon Streets Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201
Assemblyman Walter Mosley
55 Hanson Place, Brooklyn N.Y. 11217
Congresswoman Yvette Clark
222 Lenox Rd Suites 1 & 2, Brooklyn N.Y. 11226
Majority Leader, Councilwoman Laurie Cumbo
250 Broadway Suite 1792, N.Y. N.Y. 10007
Marisa Lago, Chair of City Planning Commission
120 Broadway 31st Floor, New York N.Y. 10271
Chairwoman of Community Board 9, Pat Baker
890 Nostrand Ave, Brooklyn N.Y. 11225
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